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 .L$� �%�7�� ^7����� ]#8��  

 4$5���� 4�	8W�� L5 ��D9 (���  #P�� C���.� 4�^	c� 4$��� ]^#� 4$�#P�� 4������ §��
 �� |*� �� g7c S$8J 	Yn� �� 	a	�X ���� 34�7P�� ]7$�� �� 4�#U� o,$�� 34$�n1=�

� 4��	w *c� 3]	$H�   	�	��� 	1#?.� 	�B�� [O9 	�_ 3|	$�_� �#!� 	:$.�� /���� �:U
4���"�� ^#E#��� +#�H� 7$Xm9� |	PB=�� 4$������ [:`�� 4.U6�� 4:E�#" 	:�$c	�)1(  �_�

 �� *.V���yn�_�  ´	1� #c� 3L$� ��V�� (��� A�+��� [OU�� ��1 #c *�n1=� A?���  
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� �� µ	5�89 4��O��� 	��+^� �� 	c�:09� 4$<	,<=� ;���	5 �#?,9 2�� yn�_�  .[E� fD�  

�n1·� °r��� *8$8> �:� �� ]^#� �Z� *c g#P��� �� ]^#��	�  �78��� S8b (���
 -.� �cD$X�9 �n� �� K�Z �#$�#P�� �#$%����� 7X��� 3�.,"� )���� A?��?.� +	c^Me��

   	
<�G��  |	89+e	5 *N	8�� *8$8H� Q+�^� L�	:� �� u�M� ��7�� �_ 3g#P�.� 4E	H�
� �	,<=	5��+^� [5 4��P�� 4�^	"� ��#� �	�+��B� 	 	��#:�� ��� 	:�#$�  /	$<	>���� �	�

                                                           

(1) ̧� �]^#� 4��� 4Bn� 4�� g#P���� 41	$,�� :�8�� �	:.1#51 3&�6"� 3]�0$
8�� 34���,�� 4��0"� 32015� 315. 
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 -.� 40.1 �:,U<_ �#.�E ����� ´	
�� �� 4!	�� ©�5 ����_ L$<	�� /+#> 	�7�5 ]^	"�

4�#$<7�� ��	��+� ��e#$� �1	
� 	¦ L<��,U�� L<#�.8� ��7��)1( .  

�=� ��:*c 48$8> 4>��0"� 4$�	 � 4$�#! 4���+ �� ��7H� �ª [c 	?X 4$<	��� �
 /	�����	5 4<+	8� 	:P%	P� *c	�� �	c^�7> *c 	?� K�Z �	X �Z�� �	:�$?,9 ©��.� #.b
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.� �n� �� L>�09 (����7�7`� (^�,�� 	:  
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� g#B#��

 .L$� 	Y#�^ �� ]�!	�"� 4������ �0�� ��  
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Q  

����� y��� �� g#P 4$
�^ ]�c	l #:� 3�	,<=	5 	B	P��� 	c�WX�� 	>�+ 4$<	,<=� &+	��
 A�09� 3L9e#J� �P��� /�7��,� �X�#� 4��O��� /�+	�H� [X   4!	�� 	:�<	� 	Y
 ;��� �D>� ��� ]�� �� 4$<	,<=� ��	O"� �� L$� ���.9 {�7E� *>�+ A5	05 �	,<=�

K���� 34
$<m?@� g#�� �n,�1�� (7J� �� 4��O��� ]78�� 4$>�+ 45�� g#P��� [
 	Y#P� º	�� L,U
5 	:B�Z �� e� 	:�n@� 	cM#�+ KU� e �#?6��� ©B	
��� 	:��#B

 7:E 7�5 L�7���� L$�w ;�+   SH� L��8� *Y� +#< L<� 3	�e#J� -8�$�  #P�� L$�8� |	8��
�Z »m� e� 3�7$�5 e 	���B L
� nPU
� e L5�5 nP�� |#,�	5 ]+	�_� GU
�� ]7c	�¦ e� K

 ^	:E� 3	��#:�� 	cD%��� y#� #?,9 �> GU
.� ^	:E" �Z� #c 3+#�U��� �#Y� �� 4$��7��
<� ]	$H� �#�� ^	:E� 3SH� 4?.X S.�9 �> � [$�1  �� -a�� �� ^	:E� 3-��� �:@

                                                           

(1) ̧r 34$<����=� ���c_� 4.k 3�U��� &^_�   4$�#P�� /	$.� :[$�< |	��1  3(	�2014.  
http://www.ahram.org eg/news283137.aspx  
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[P�� |*� [X   -.�_� [W"� S$8��� 	,<=� [P��� �	,<=	5"L5 �)1( .  

 ��,�	���_� \�_��  [:
�� �	�^_� [X   (�,� 	�7%	8� -8�� ��< 	?X g#P�.�
 e (��� y#O�� L<� 34>���� [$P��� {	,<=� ;���� �<	E �� ]7�	�� 4�$P��" [Wª L<_ 	:
�

�� [W"	5 ¼	,�=� �� A�OG%	��� AB�#�� 	c7$B 2�� 4P�	��� e� ½m� (��� ;���� ��c 3  [�¾
 [X  � 3^n��� [X  � 3+#P��� [X   �$�� [O5 ]7>#� ]\,� L<� 3	�#?,� L9#!

 *�$,� 7c�M �� *8���� g#,.$� �� *?$c��5 �$> �� /|	E� |�#1 37%	8�����  �c�+
 �� ;���� A.0�� �f$��� �n�=� �c#`� L<� 3T$!r	08<e� "L�=	5 ^	Je�� 	:,U< �� -.��)2(.  

�9	����  	?X g#P��� �� 4��U�� �B�#"��	��� [!�� 4$
�7�� 4X�H� Q�c ��+	�9 �
 �+	��� 3�O��� 7��� }5 &�6�� �� y�O��   	c+#09� 	�mO< /	,5n� g��l� 	:�$?,9
 /	1�+7�� ���� +��� -.� 4B	� 4?:� g#P��� ����9 -8�$� 34X�H� Q�c �� +�w�

4$<	>����)3( .  

  �#1+�7�� �.��� 78�  [!_� 7�7Jm5 �	B �� �:
?� g#P9 4?.� (#6.�� 4$�#P�� �
 4�,<� ��ÁÂUhP�� [c �:�² 3µ	>n!� Ã-89 �c�WX�� µ	1�5� µ��8� �c7�� }
��"� �� 4�	² �c� 4

 �#1���� :$� o�D< 2�� 4�U�� �c� Q7�,� �� �X+  � 4ª��� 4�¨� :{m�n�o�

p�q�r�s�t�u�v�w�x�y�{zz�]]�8��� ]+#13  :4�̈ �172[ .
	� oX��� 4$�n1=� /	>#�U�� A� 	�	$> /\69 	� �	��1 4�U�� K.9 �� X	 L$.� o<�� [�B

 �8U�� �:?�+� 	F� ´	
�� |e�:� K���� �c	$<^� �:
�^   �:�U
� 	� ��7O
� 	$<7�� -.� 	a	�!�

                                                           

(1) ̧� *�n1=� g#P��� �n�� �� :+��1 *B	��� 7�� L@1� 3/^ 3]�c	8�� 34�:
�� 4��� 3�^ 314. 
(2) ̧ 3(��c ��	W�� ��8�� ��� �> Q+#09� L9mO< 3)���� ��O��   g#P��� :�	,> �$H� 7���2&�^¨� 4��� 3 3]�c	8�� 3

2003� 3120. 
(3)¸Michel Malherbes‚ les religions de l’humanité‚ Ed criterion‚ 1990‚ p: 192. 
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 34$��#@ e 	c�X 7cD�� -.� 4E	H��ª e L$.�� 3��\Ç e ���k �#<	� ��r	E+  [c�
4ÂUÈP�� [c� �� g#P���)1(  �� ��_� �P�� �� 4�,< g#P9 4?.X �� }W>	��� ©�5 ����

 +�#É ��_� �P��   ]nP�� -.� �#!�b � �#1+ 45	�! �	X �$> 3]nP�� g#U!
 &�#W��� ]�U6"�� �E¬� 	�.@ � �#1+ [cm5 �#�8� �> �%�^ [O5 4UP�� K.9 �a o8P��	�

� �c� 3��_� �P�� 3}?.,"� �� 4�	��� 	a (7�8� 2�� 	$.��� 	:EZ	F� 	cR	$89�� 4�_� +	$�
»_ 4$�#! #f� 	F� �#B �	B� �P��   ����_�  L$�� �:?Ë r	U9+	5 [E� ¥D� � (7� }5
�B�L�7� }5 �c�%��,5 �:�#B�� L$.� �Y	�«)2(,< &	��_� �� 	a�B�� ��#B_� uE+�� . g#P��� 4�

 L$.� � -.! �	X 78� ^	����� ^	cD�� ´	�� L<_ g#P�� G�� �� g#P�"� ��� 3g#P�� ��
 �>	PX 4$�#P�� �� |	?.��� +	�X +	�Ç *c ]�U�� Q�c� 3g#P�� �#,�.� |	$�<_� �%	1� �.1�

A?Í.�� �>	!� ��7.� �5�� 4��O8�� 4�	1��� �#.$ª 4$�#P�� +#:² �� 3�c\��  �� 4�,<
U¥P�� [c� �� g#P���	)3(  :[E� ¥D� L�#8� �	�9  L�.B 	U! ��  #P�	�{A�B�C�D�

E�F�G�H���J�K�L�M�N�O�P�R�S�UTz�]&�D>_� ]+#1 :4�¨� 323[.  

 L$�� -�,� *,U< g7c #c (��� *1	1_� Q+7P� #:� 3|	UP�	5 ���8� ��a g#P��	�
������ [�	�� �:0��	5 Q�#B [5 g#P�"�^_� [X �� f̂+ �#!#��   4��+ 4��O��� |�#c_�� ��

_� #?,�	5 4$.��� /���� ��*>����� *Bn�3 _� L�� (��� SH� S��@ #c�3}H	P��� |	$�< 
Z���� *.� #5� �� 7B�5�� (+	  Lf<m5  #P.� LU����5 48$8H� Q�c» -.� g#P�� G�� ��

 	$<7�� o<	X� 	U`� y�Z �#Y� ��@�� 	UP�� L
� -.�3	U8�� -U0P"� �	:
� K.1�«)4( 
	$<7�� L�X�9 �� G$�  #P�	�  ��¨� �	��� �� 	>#
E ����Y	5 	:.5	8� L$.� 	::E#5 o���
                                                           

(1) ̧�^� 7
�  #P�� 7����   ]|��B 3&��,��� 48$8H� :4B^�^M �	$U1<$G � 341+	±� 	�E��1 3gn��e� /�+#O
� 32008 3
� 3�%�D`�50. 

(2) ̧��� :(Z	5e	�� �5 #5� 3�	
�� /�\5 34$?.��� ���� +�^ 3�^ 3g#P��� [c� �c�" g��2001� 310. 
(3) ̧� 7�	�B 34W�	W�� 4$U�_� 4��75 �� /	$
�5+_� ����� �� ]\P8�� 4$5�6"� 4P8��   g#P��� 4?,� 7!+ 3xP8��� g#P��� :*�.
�1 3&�6"� &	�X ^	J� 32012� 320. 

(4) ̧&��,��� 48$8H� :4B^�^M �	$U1� 352،53. 
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(1) ̧� 3*.� ´	�� �	<7� :�9 3*�n1=� g#P��� :L�+7<� +#91 3	$<	"� 3	$<#�#X 3[?`� /�+#O
�32003� 393. 
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� 7��?.�F� 	� �D> �� 	a	�
9 GU
.� 4.!	> 4U! ^�k �#9 �� ��D� e� 3 K�Z \� �� +��1 �
 �	8� �� *89�� 7��"�� #c� 4���"�� 7$>#��� �� *:�
�� 45#.0"� ]^	�,�� 7Pb 2> �	8� �� |	
p

w L,U< �1	�$� L�>	P�� �	ª=� �78�� �n�=�� 4�	0�	5 u.,�� *B���� ��c o�W� 4B	� 4�1	
4$�#P.�� 3\P8��� �� 4P�	� L�	?�� �� 	Yn� ��  �a 4!#PÇ &�^� K�Z A���!0/	>n 

 �%	1 	?X µ	<�7� µ	?.� K�Z 7�5 g#P��� +	! 7B� �c\� 	:?:U� e �:
$5 4���7�� v	U��  
 .K�Z \�� �#!_�� \,U���� L8U��� ��7H� �.�X o<�^ 2�� �#.���  

��� ]#.�� �� &	�> �O� L.c�9 	a �P���  #P�� 	a �#8� 2�� �X���� ]7c	
�	�9 � ��� ��#� -.� rn@e�� GH�3  �c	��� GH� �� o.8�<� �Z� ;���� 4X�> �� K�Z�

 o�#B �@	��� ��� }�5 Q�P�9 �9 � 	� �P��� �$6�� u$9	U� 	Y o.�� o�	,9� ;���� ��#>
 ���9 K�Z [5	8�  � 3GH�� (��� �O�	5 -?,� 	� [P�$� 3-�n�9� GH� ��#>

 �Y ���9 	?X 3	:X�+^� �c\� A$0�,� e 4$<#X S%	8> �#X+7$� ]7c	�� [c_ ���h�
	:�#B� [�B A%	B#�� �� 7�7��� �#X+7$� /	�����)2( /	� M�5� 4$�#P�� 4������  45�����

 �$> �� �$���� y+	�� xP8�� �� &�B� *c� 4$�#P�� �	$�� 	:$� ���� 2�� 	:p�7>�
 34B�O"� 4$>���� 4$<�+#
�� /�+	����� 4$
�7�� Ñ��#"� �� 4.?É 	:�78� (���� *�B�#��  #P��

_� �� \WX 	a g�� 2�� 4����� 48$8> g#P��� 4?%� 7X��� 45	�P��� }H	P��� |	$��
 �:$.� � ��#N+» *c 4����	�� fD� � Q�:�� y+	� �� ]#�75 ���8� \� 7�� -.�  [E�

                                                           

(1) ̧� 3�0B 7�	> 	N+� 7$,�� [$�	�� 7?w 4²�9 3g#P���  �+	9� �n1=�   4$�#P�� ^	�5_� :[?$� (+	� 	<�1 /�+#O
� 3
 3^�765 (	$<	"�) 	$<#�#X 3[?`�2006� 38. 

(2) ̧� 34�78"� :��7.� �5 �~��� 7��1 3�	
�� /�\5 3�O
��� 4�	�0.� �U�� +�^ 32004� 3504¸506. 
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	:�#B� S�7P�5 7����� AB�� 3]#�
�� �P� �f7� �� }H	P�� g#�� �� 	:��#<� /+7!� 3
��c 	
�#� �> 45	�P��«)1(  4$�#P�� 4����� L5	�X   ]�U�� Q�c +#6�M *.� +#�X7�� 7X���
L�#85 �.���� ]+#01_��: »� 4E+^ �8� ]+#01_	X ]^#E#� 4����� d�  �.�� 2�� *c 	c\pm9

Ç 	�� 3	�	,9�� 4�#ª^� ]7E �WX�� 4$�	�� 7�� 	<7
� 	:
� �	��� [X   ]^#E#� 	�� 4U$
_� [��^ 4$Ë� S$8J 48��@ 4����� �� (...) 4�� 4����	X |*� e� ]#�7�� K.�� ]#E�� �

[5 4$1	1� (��<   *c 2�� ^#.V.� 4���� 	Ò$
�� µ	$�	$� ¥-06�  L�.0� 	�� g#P���   ´	1_��
L
�«)2( 2�� 4�#�
�� /�D��"� �� 4$Ë� [89 e 4$�#P�� �	E�� ]\WX /	���X ]����� �,< 7B� 

	$89� 	a � x�|[1���� |	$�<_� �� Q �nH� �� ���� �$> 3� |	�O�� 4:X	� ��Ð �	X L<
� �� ^#8
�� -.� [Pb� 3|	�O��   �$P�� 4:X	�� �$P��  |�#Y)3( ©�5 ���� 	?X 3

_� (��� *B��� �$c��5� 4�	>   |	E nW� �:��7�   	�#.�¾� º#>#��   }H	P�� |	$��
 	c	�� º#>#�� K.9 	a �@	� ]7>�� 4?.5 L� 	N��9 ��71� �� &�6"� |	$��� 7>� LfP.�

�O���  �	�0�	5� (+	�P�	5 4Bn� 	Y ���� /	���X� .. L�#$�� ����9 ��/	<�#$H�� &�)4( 
 A?d.�� �>	! ^+�����,� �	X \8� ^#1� 7�� 4PB ��+ � L~+ (�P��� �,H� � 

 µ	�cZ A?.9 �+_� o<	X 7B� ��+ 	� L�	:� 3&���� �	�05 �#� /�Z Q	9� 7B� /	5����
Q�+ 	� �#c �� 	$�1 AE+� �	�0�� Q	0�m� .. �,��� [E����)5(.  

 �	ª=� ]�Ô #c g#P��	� �Z�*c� 3L�$<�7>#5 �M	`� S�7P���� 	5 ��� e ]�Ô §e� 	:B�
�Z |	$89_� }H	P���  -.� ��> G$� #c� 34��	�� &#.8��� 4f$8
�� ]���,��� 4$?.,�� &#.8��

 r�� 7B� 3´	
�� [X }5 µ	�	O� #c [5 I���+7��� |��8U��� |	$
�_� �� ���� ��^ 4��
���   L$�� 	�^� g#P��� ���8�� yn�_	5 *.����� *>���� f#?,.� ]#�^ L9	��� Q+#1 �� 7�7

                                                           

(1) ̧� 3&�6"� |	$��� \c	O�   &�0"� :(7$.��� � 7��2 31987� 320. 
(2) ̧� 3�.���� ]+#01_�� 4$�#P�� 4����� :+#6�M *.�1 3�	
�� 3/�\5 34�$.0�� +�^ 319773 �19. 
(3) ̧� 3^�765 4�#P�� :D�D��� 7�� �1	E2 3)����  	8W�� DX�"� 31997� 357. 
(4) ̧� 3g#P���  �+	9� �n1=�   4$�#P�� ^	�5_� :[$Õ (+	� 	<�237. 
(5) ̧� 3xP8��� g#P��� :*�.B� 7�	�22. 
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�� �	,<=	5 #?,9 2�� 4.N	U�� Lf5+ (7� }5 |	8
��� �:0�� ��#� �� (�O��� LU�N� L9�#:� 
4$Y=� /	������ /	>#�U�	5 L$.�  h�hª� L9�#�^ �$¾� L�~�5 L$U0P$�.  

O��� GU
��   48����� 4$�#P�� 45����� Q�c ����<� 7B 4��o  L9^	¦ µ���D� 	$�#! µ	5^� 	
�
_� �	²�9 	�_ 3L�6�   	�#B [8< o�	0�1� �� (46.�� (�) 	c7>� *c� �@	��� [$�^� y	?�

 4$�#P�� 45����� �� ��9 �� 	8> 4$5^_� 45����� o�	0�1� [:� 34!	�� 	:��D��5 S$?��� K�Z
  #fP�� 	:�	� 2�� 4$U$�	5 	c+�#�� �,9���	�� (#.��� L"	�   48$8>  

2& :,-3�) E�?��� �2S=  

 �#89 4��� 4$.�m9� 4$<�7E� ]	<	�� 	Ën� A�
"� 7
� 4$�#P��� 4$5^_� 45����� *8�.9
 /��#9 (��� �	,<=� y	?�� �� 4�5	< 4!	� 4$
� ]+7B� 4�c#� *c� ´7H�� �	0��1e� -.�

 [PJ e ���O�� Q�c 34�1	
� ���� L$�	54�1	
" 4P�	� 4$<	5+ 4�c#� *c 	F� 4�^	P"	5 e�3 
4�#8P"� �� 4��0U�� 4�c#"	5 TU�� LE	�< r7�� ��^_� �� 	?�3  K.9 L� u
�  #P�� K��X

�8
� ��H� |�+� 	� �OX� �#�� ]|��8X 4�c#"��  ¤Q�#1 �� �.�Ð (��� 	��^ 7�7`� L��
��� /	8.0
� �� �	8.0
� g#P���� �U�� �� �� �#8�� �ª� 34a	O�� 4�	� �� �nP�� 4
�	

 *>����� *,U
�� �	0��1e� �� ]�%�^ [W� *:� 3	� ]+#P5 4f$
� 45�� *c 4$�#P�� 45�����
�#�� �� �	,<=� �B#� 7�7J�)1(.  

 A@	8�9 {	,<=� &^_� g�7c� �_ 4�#B 4Bn� &^_	5 g#P��� �5�9 2�� 4Bn��� ��
�" g#P��� g�7c�� ]	$H� 4c	U9 y#� 4��O��� GU
�	5 r	U9+e�� f#?,�� �� #�79 4$�#P�	

 3�	"�� �	�D�	5 ^�7�� L�#� �#1 L9	$>   ��� e (��� (#$<7�� �	��� /	�	?�c�� 34$�#$��
 g���"	� .. ��^_� 	Y�	b 4?:"� GU<�� 4�N	
�� 4$5^_� �	?�_� D$� 2�� 4�#���� ]7>#�� �

� �� ]+	�� *8
���  	P�� �H� 4Bn�   4!	� 4UP5 [W?�9 2�� �#�� ]7>#� *�N#� 7$,

                                                           

(1) ̧� 3��7H� )���� ��O��   4$�#P�� ]+	���� :}<	,> \:11�� /	$B�� +�^ 3 3�P� 3]�c	82000� 319. 
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y#.V"�� S�	�� }5)1( ��
�� 	<DX+ 	� �Zi�  	:�7c 4$>�+ 4.>+ 	c	<7E�  #P�� 4.>+  
¦ 4<+	8� 4$<	,<=� L9	���t�� AB�#�� M�	� *1	1_� /	Bn���� ]	$H� �� L9��< ^7J 2�� L�$�	W

9 2�� AB�#�� LE�#� �U�� ��^� [X  #P�� �� 3�:8�	� A� �� �:
$5 	?$� ^���_� �5�
 �	��� 7,U9 4$0.,9 4�D< [X� 40.1 [X L$� *U�� (��� )	¾=� \$6��� �� y#��� A?����
 4$�	?�Ee�� 4$PVO�� ��	$> 41+	±   ����¨� 4��> 7$$89� [�	����� �:8��� �
��� 4�#p�É

� 	?U$X 4Bn� S.q e� ��	0"� Q�c S8b ��  #P�� �� �	
U�� �� ��^¬� �ª e� .��R	O¸
40.,�� �+	�¸ |*� [5¤ 34�$�0��� �	,<=�� A?���� 46.�	5 �» 46� 	:$� ��5� 4$
� 4Bn� *c

 L.�E (��� *Y=� SO���� �H� 46� 345	���� r�75=� 46� ����	5 *c L5 4!	� ]7�7E
7��  #P��4$c#�_�� �	,<=�� ]7$8��� �«)2(.  

 /	$!#Pq �,9� µ��W<� µ���� ���D� 	$5^� 	E	�<� &^_	5 4$�#P�� 45����� 4Bn� /�Ô� 78�
4�N��3  ��7�� �nE� (7$>#��� �	$> )�� �+	U�� �5�� )�� �5� 7
� g#P��� &^m�

	5 ��7�� �	P9� -.� 4$> 4.W�� �c\�� +	d0��� ��7�� 7���� *����� m�.� 	� 	��	� Z� &^_
 C��9 �� L�.$��� L$<	�� �	:.�1� �� ��	O��  #P��� xV.�� )^_� Q�P�� L��� }�� 7~

 :L�#85 )^_�  #P�� ��D��e� ��c 4<#
$X»   T� 3Q���   ÖT� &^�  #P�� &^_� ��
��� 3L�U,.�Q <	$>� ©?� ��� uN�� G.1 #c� 3	c	B+�� ��O�� &�+^ ¹�� �� L�U,.�� 3	

 ����  3	:B^�� 4$Y=� 4U,.U�� r�#<� S?�� �	�   K5 u�,� A%�+ L�	$� 3f#?,�� 4�	�   L$<	�
4%n"� [�	<� L.�89 *Y� &	�X 	�mX K$.� 	:N��� 34B^	! �@�#�� �	² L.X ´78� 3

e� 3�H� L$� |���O�� 75 	��� 	?%	c �	,<=� �#� �� � y��Z_� �� \W5 	?.,� 7E�#"�
�:U��   �c��	,� �> 4$�#P�� 	c78��� 2��«)3(  -.�� 4$�#P�� &^� �� ¼+	�� *XM 78����

 ��> �#�	1� ����� |���O�� �� �c\�� (f��"� |n��� )�� ×
�"�� (������ &^� �� g����
                                                           

(1) ̧� 34$5^_� /	���
�� 4�#1#� :���+ [$�<2 3]�c	8�� 3�O
.� 4$"	��� 4��P"� 4X�O�� 32003� 3403. 
(2) ̧ 3&�6"� 3|	�$��� +�7�� 3�^3(4�	H� 3/	P<=� 3�H�) 4$�#P�� 45����� ^	�5� :�P
� SH� 7��2007� 363. 
(3) ̧ &^_� :*E	U� ��
"� 7�� 7?w� 3/^ 3�P� 3]�c	8�� 34�	�U�� 3���� 4��� 3�^ 3 #P�� C�����  73. 
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4$�#P�� {	�" ´	
�� [:E ��� 3µ�\WX µ	�78< }5 �5�9 4Bn� e �� �c+#P9� 4:E �� ��7�� 
� �D6��   �#

U9 ����� |���O.� �#.$ª �:�.�E &^_���$�O���  |	�Y�� 41	?H�� �!#���

 &�^�   n$.B ^	8
�� |e�c �� #� L<� ¼+	�� *XM �$��� 3�c�#1 �" }p��� \� &	�����
4�78< ]��¦ L$�� ����<� 4$�#P��  K�Z   ����� 4$P<n�� /	c#O��� �� 4$�	� 4P>	� &^_�

g7Y�� ¹�"� 45	!= uf!_�� [?X_� �Z#?
��  #P��)1(.  

 �8� 4$N	"� L9����   *�n1=�� )���� &^_� -.� �P�89 � &^_	5 g#P��� 4Bn��
 �#�7�"� 	:$� ��+ �$> 3	��� �!	�"�� ��7H� &^_�   uN�� [O5 M��� o�,9� [5

	��� 	$1	1� n:
�� 4�P� 	N+� ���!	�"� *p�7H	� 34�78
�� �>� 4$PP8�� �� 4���O�� �a+
 ^#$85 Q7$89 2�� 4$1	$,��� 4$:8U�� }<�#8�� ^#$B �� L9nU<�� 4���.� L�>    #P�� A� ¼��O�
 Q�c �#9 7B� 3S.0"� A�� �$6�� A�� � A� ��	�"� |	
U��� SO��� �#$� 3A?���� ��7��


�� ��O��� 78
��   4$�#P�� ]�7H�� 4�H ���_� 	��Z 7$Xm�� /���� �� 4��	w ���!	�"� }W
N	� �� 	:E���e� �� /���� /	�p= 4��	w 	:$|	?�<  �� r#
X D$?�� (+	�> A?�k ��

 &^_� -.�� �U�� -.�� /	�?��� -.� 4�+	�H� L9�0$1� L9	,1��� &�6�� -.� ]+#W��
	:$�)2( �#�,"� -.� 4$�#P�� o<	X �Z��  x
�� -.� 	��0$1 �i� 4��� ]+#p ���9 *Ð+	���

 C�����   Q+�� S?� 7X�9 	?X 34$p�7H� 4���	5 L��09 	:.�� 	$��75� �!	�"�� ��7H� )^_�
 4$.!�#9 +��E   	$p�7> )^_� x
�� [�� ��c �� �^	
�1� 4$�#P�� ]+	���	� 3*�n1=� )����

4$�	PU<� e *N	"� A�)3(� . 4���.� |	�� �!	�"� )���� &^_�   4$�#P�� 4p�7H	� L
�
�	¦ e� �	�D5 7$8�9 e 	�_ 	��� [!�#���� �n��� �*c [5 C7� �  	�_ ]#8�	5 ]^#E#�

 3�	?�� [W�» 4X�> +	! 	F�� 3-:�<�� [?�X� µn�� �� µ	�5	p 7�� 4$�#P�� 45�����   �	?���
,� µ���U9 �	��� u�!�� L.�B �� �	��� |�+� *Y=� S.0"� 7�� �� 3�?�,� [�	9 &#! µ��?�

                                                           

(1) ̧� 3S5	,�� AE�"�74. 
(2) ̧� 3&��,��� 48$8H� :4B^�^M �	$U138. 
(3) ̧� 3)���� ��O��   4$�#P�� ]+	���� :}<	,> \:1379. 
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(1) ̧� 3�#��"�� o5	W�� :G$<�^�3� 35 3/�\5 3�U�� +�^ 31986� 3264. 
(2) ̧ 4$.X 3Q�+#�X7�� ]^	:� [$
� 4�78� 4>��@� 3M�	���� /	$�	��� �!	�"� )���� (��O�� &	0��    #P�� D���� :��#�X 7?w

 34$�n1=� �#.�.� +^	8�� 7�� \�_� 4��	E 34$5���� 46.�� �,B 34$�n1=� ]+	�H�� &�^¨�2005/2006� 3134. 
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(1) ̧� 3g#P���� ��O�� :}0$.1 S$��13  34�+#1 34$BZn�� 3A�M#���� �O
.� +�#H� +�^2013� 312. 
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(1) ̧� 3 #P�� C�����   &^_� :*E	U� ��
"� 7��181¸185. 
(2) ̧� 3(	EZ#F� �+	U�� �5�)  #P�� ��O��   	<_� :^�7H� �1#� ´	��2 34�+#1 34$BZn�� 3+�#H� +�^ 32009� 330. 
(3) ̧3&��,��� 48$8H� :4B^�^M �	$U1 �212. 
(4) ̧� 3L,U< AE�"�216. 
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(1) ̧� 3(M	'�� \�
9) x
�� 4$�	
�^ :;	�U� 7?w4 3/^ 3�	
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(1) ̧� 3&��,��� 48$8H� :4B^�^M �	$U1142،141. 
(2) ̧� 3L,U< AE�"�296. 
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(1) ̧� 3g#P���� ��O�� :}0$.1 S$��43 . 
(2) ̧� 3L,U< AE�"�54،53. 
(3) ̧� :L,U< AE�"�57. 
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(1) ̧� 3�#.�M {#$,5 7$�,�� 7?w :S$8J 34U��> ��7> �� 3�	ª=� ���  3*8:$��� },H� �5 7~� �5 #5� LE���1 +�^ 3
 34$?.��� ����1410 :��7H� �B+ 3£c20571. 
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�66.  

(3 _) Alicia Redondo, Goicoechea, Maruiel de literatura narratioa, le poliefonia textual, 

eda, eiglo de editors, Madrid, 1995, p31. 
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 )2 (3���O��� ��8�� �� {	W�� �P
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Abstract : 

This study aims to show the manifestations of the Sufic heritage 

in the contemporary novelistic experience for the Moroccan novelist 

Salam Ahmed Idrisso and the way he invested the Sufi thought 

beneath his creative texts. This latter we see it as a fruitful field for 

the critical approach because of what it contains from the linguistic 

and intellectual elegance. So we started with a theoretical chapter 

dealt with the secret of the relationship that links literature with 

Sufism in its poetry and prose until it embraces the novel and 

fortifies itself within its walls and the way it affects both writers and 

critics. The Sufi place was set up by what it was loaded with 

symbols and styles of the personalities' movement that marked it 

with their dynamic and psychological built. Therefore it was diverse 

with natural and religious spheres that reflected the ideological 

vision that the novelist stands behind and focuses on it to build his 

novels. This idea is to go back to religion and rightness and morals 

to get out from crises and the negative bets of reality. Whereas the 

construction of the Sufi personality on the level of the narrative text 

either heritable or not, the novelist used it and described it to be 

considered as important models of purity and serenity and their 

purpose is to represent the Arab ego and its cultural and social 

identity that aims to progress and develop in the ascensions of the 

soul and looks for freedom from materialism and its restrictions. 

Concerning the Sufi period, it came in the three novels as circular 

bound to the sensory estate of the personalities and focusing on the 

cosmic time that is bound to the movement of the sun and the four 

seasons. Concerning the novels language, it was not ambiguous 

because of the figurative background in which the text's units were 

presented from the title to the sentence till the narrative and 

descriptive sections. 

 


